
Nitrous System Theory, Selection, and
Tuning

As modern engines become more difficult
to modify, the use of nitrous oxide to obtain
phenomenal performance gains is on the rise
and for good reason. We firmly believe that
our nitrous systems and related products are
the highest quality, performance, and value
available anywhere in the world. We can
make this claim because we’ve been manu-
facturing nitrous systems and components
since 1978. The value of this to you is the vast
experience we have accumulated throughout
the history of our company.

Among the many true bolt-on perform-
ance enhancing products available, there are
few that can even come close to comparing to
the dramatic results of a power increase pro-
vided by one of our nitrous systems. In both
the simplicity and reliability that you get when
you install a nitrous system that carries our
world-famous NOS logo, you’ll be amazed at
how easy it is to produce the one thing every-
one is always searching for more
of…POWER!

When you consider all of the options you
have to get an engine to release all of the
potential power it can, there is no equal to the
ability nitrous oxide  provides you. If you look
at a nitrous oxide system on a dollar-per-
horsepower basis, you’ll find that a nitrous
system from NOS can provide the greatest
value for each dollar of your precious invest-
ments. Our experience throughout the years
has proven to us that performance enthusiasts
and racers alike are most impressed by the
ability to add 10 to 200 horsepower within a
period of just a few hours. By carefully choos-
ing the correct system for your applications,
you’ll be assured of a performance increase
and reliability factor that could only be com-
pared to doubling the size of your engine by
simply activating your NOS nitrous system!

How to Make Horsepower
An engine operates by burning fuel,

which then expands and pushes the  pistons
down. Want to make more horsepower? Burn
more fuel so it will push the pistons down with
more force. Sounds pretty simple. But, it’s not
quite so easy. While there are any number of
factors that make increasing power a com-
plex engineering problem, we will deal with
three of the most basic ones here.

First, all fuels require oxygen in order to
burn. If you want to burn more fuel, you need
to also put in more oxygen. Virtually all
engine performance products increase power
by increasing the flow of fuel and oxygen.
Camshafts, larger carburetors or valves, port-
ing, intake manifolds, exhaust headers,
superchargers, turbochargers, and nitrous
oxide are clear examples of how improved
engine breathing (putting in more oxygen in
order to burn more fuel) will give you an
increase in horsepower. Nitrous oxide injec-
tion systems are probably the most efficient
way to increase the flow of oxygen and fuel.
That’s the basic reason why nitrous systems
produce such large horsepower increases.

Another basic power factor is vaporiza-
tion of the fuel. Gasoline, as with other racing
fuels, will not burn in a liquid state. The gaso-

line must be turned into a vapor for it to burn.
This process of turning gasoline into a vapor is
simple evaporation. It is basically no different
from setting a glass of water outside and waiting
for it to dry up. In the engine, of course, evapo-
ration happens very quickly. Engine heat and
fuel atomization are the keys to accelerating the
evaporation process enough to turn raw gaso-
line into a vapor at 8000 RPM. The process of
atomization turns raw fuel flow into tiny droplets
which then evaporate faster due to the larger
amount of surface area presented for evapora-
tion. The size of the fuel droplets is very impor-
tant. Take a large droplet of gasoline, break it up
into 10 smaller droplets, and you’ve increased
the surface area for more efficient evaporation.
The result is more fuel available to be burned
and do work during combustion. A well-
designed nitrous system will produce very small
droplet sizes in the supplemental fuel that flows
into the engine with nitrous. This is one of the
reasons that NOS nitrous systems can make
more horsepower than some other systems.

The third basic power factor we will look at
is air/fuel mixture density. Ever try to jog on top
of a 10,000 foot pass in the Rockies? Leaves you
gasping for breath, doesn’t it? That’s because the
air is thinner, less dense, higher up in the atmos-
phere than it is at sea level. It is also why you
would run slower on a track in Denver than you
would near sea level in New Jersey. Density is
affected by atmospheric pressure (the weight of
the atmosphere above you), heat, and humidity.
We can’t change the pressure of the atmosphere;
but we can regulate the heat of our intake
charge to some extent. Cool cans and intercool-
ers make extra power by cooling the fuel and
air/fuel mixture to make it denser. And, the
denser the mixture is, the more the cylinder is
packed with fuel and air to burn and make
power. When nitrous oxide is injected, it turns
from a liquid to a gas instantly and becomes
very cold. This cold nitrous vapor drops the tem-
perature of the whole intake charge in the man-
ifold by as much as 65 degrees F. The denser
mixture that results helps an engine produce
even more extra horsepower with a nitrous sys-
tem.

What  Nitrous Oxide Is and  What Nitrous
Oxide Isn’t

To your engine, nitrous oxide is a more con-
venient form of normal air. Since we are only
interested in the oxygen the air contains, nitrous
oxide provides a simple tool for manipulating
how much oxygen will be present when you add
additional fuel in an attempt to release more
power. The power always comes from the fuel
source. Nitrous oxide is not a fuel. Nitrous oxide
is a convenient way to add the additional oxy-
gen required to burn more fuel. If you add only
nitrous oxide and do not add additional fuel,
you would just speed up the rate at which your
engine is burning the fuel that it normally uses. 

This, more often than not, leads to destructive
detonation. The energy comes from the fuel, not
the nitrous. Nitrous oxide simply allows you to
burn a greater quantity of fuel in the same time
period; thus, the overall effect is a tremendous
increase in the total amount of energy, or power,
released from the fuel and available for acceler-
ating your vehicle.

There is no voodoo involved in nitrous oxide.
In effect, using nitrous is no different from using

a bigger carburetor, a better manifold, a super-
charger, or a turbocharger. Understand that the
air you and your engine breathe is made up, at
sea level, of 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, and
just 1% other gases. Nitrous oxide (N2O) is
made by simply taking the 2 major components
of earth’s atmosphere (in this case 2 molecules
of nitrogen and 1 molecule of oxygen) and
attaching them together with a chemical bond.
When the nitrous oxide goes into your engine
the heat of combustion breaks the chemical
bond to provide your engine more oxygen with
which to burn fuel. As you’ve read, all race
engines operate under the same principles:
more air (better breathing, supercharging, tur-
bocharging, or nitrous)  plus more fuel in a
denser vapor equals more power.

Nitrous Oxide vs. Other Performance Products
Dollar for dollar, nitrous oxide offers the

most performance a consumer can buy. You
could spend thousands of dollars on carbure-
tion, a manifold, valve train components,
exhaust, pistons,  porting, supercharging, or tur-
bocharging to get the same amount of extra
horsepower that a nitrous system would provide
for just a few hundred dollars. But this doesn’t
mean you won’t benefit if you also install other
performance parts. Once you have installed a
nitrous system, all those other performance parts
just increase the nitrous power. If you just have a
few dollars and want lots of extra power, the
best choice is an NOS nitrous system.

Only nitrous is a part time power increaser.
All of the standard  performance parts put addi-
tional stress on the engine and burn more fuel all
the time; not to mention what a pain it is to ride
around town with a lumpy idle from a camshaft
that is barely streetable. Power on demand is
one of the great things about a nitrous system; it
only works when the driver wants it. All the rest
of the time, the engine operates normally; no
extra stress, no extra fuel use, and no driveline
problems.

What You Get When You Buy a Nitrous Oxide
System from NOS

Of all the components in your NOS system
that you see when you take it out of the box,
there are three things that you may not fully rec-
ognize until you have gone through the installa-
tion process and used your NOS system for the
first time.

Integrity. We stand behind our products. If
we claim a system is capable of 100 horsepow-
er, it’s because we designed it that way, tested it
that way, and manufactured it that way. If you
are willing to follow our guidelines, you’ll get the
results that we say you’ll get.

Quality. There are a lot of things we do
everyday here at NOS. We test our products
and systems on sophisticated measuring equip-
ment as well as the   real-world environment of
the vehicle it’s intended for. We pay strict atten-
tion to the manufacturing procedures required to
maintain our high standards for components.
We listen to what you have to say about the per-
formance of our products along with your sug-
gestions for new applications. Our Tech staff
relays your comments to our research and devel-
opment staff to constantly re-evaluate all prod-
ucts to ensure they are up to date and effective
for the intended   application.

TUNING TECHNICAL INFORMATION



Experience. We have been manufacturing
nitrous oxide systems for over twenty years. We
have learned from our successes as well as our
failures. We take this knowledge and apply it
in very heavy doses to the products we design
and manufacture. Even though today may be
the very  first day that you have installed and
used one of our systems, you’ve got twenty
years of nitrous   experience with you every
step of the way. It’s there in the box. You may
not see it; but you’ll definitely feel it.

Nitrous Oxide and Emissions
Use of nitrous oxide (N2O) doesn’t neces-

sarily increase the oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
that pollute the air. Of course, NOS makes
“race only” systems that are not legal for use
on pollution controlled engines. However,
many NOS systems have received certification
for 50-state emissions legal use in the United
States. The approvals for use on emissions con-
trolled vehicles were obtained by independent
laboratory testing which proved that these
NOS systems do not increase tailpipe emis-
sions in normal driving conditions. We recom-
mend only emissions legal nitrous kits for use
on engines subject to emissions and regula-
tions.

Types of Nitrous Oxide Systems
The two most popular types of nitrous oxide

systems are spray bar plate systems, such as
the Powershot, Cheater, and Big Shot automo-
tive systems (which use a spacer plate between
the carburetor and manifold) and direct port.
The plate adds nitrous and supplemental fuel to
the intake air stream through built-in spray
bars. Plate systems are used on automotive
engines on the street and in many racing class-
es.

Direct port systems use specially designed
injectors, Fogger™ nozzles, to add the nitrous
and supplemental fuel to each individual intake
runner. These systems can flow huge amounts
of nitrous and fuel while distributing it evenly to
every cylinder. Multiple stage direct port sys-
tems have produced much more than 500
extra horsepower on some pro racing engines.
All NOS Direct Port systems feature change-
able nitrous and fuel jets for horsepower
adjustments and system tuning. Direct port sys-
tems are used in both street and racing appli-
cations on virtually every kind of engine. Some
nitrous systems for fuel injection are a variation of
Direct Port technology.

Tuning Your NOS System:
A Few Important Points to Remember

Although this may seem like a very basic
factor, failure to thoroughly read the instruc-
tions is the number one reason your system
installations will not be  successful. Read ALL
the instructions included with your system
BEFORE you do anything at all! You may find
that you need to change something on your
engine or find that we’ve designed something
new that is different from some of the systems
you may have seen in a magazine article. Save
time and headaches by taking the time to thor-
oughly read all of the instructional materials.
Call the NOS tech dept. if you have any ques-
tions.

Always start conservative. Follow our rec-
ommended jet combinations and start with the
lowest level if you have an adjustable system. It
only takes a few moments to change the jets so
don’t take unnecessary risks by starting at the
highest level.

Be realistic about how much power your
engine will handle. Don’t get carried away
here. Only you know  exactly which compo-
nents are in your engine. If you are unsure about
those components, you can call our tech line and
one of our highly experienced tech personnel can
help you to decide what is safe for your particu-
lar combination. If you don’t know what’s inside
your engine, then you are most safe by assuming
that the components are factory stock and choose
the correct system for that application.

The power comes from fuel. The additional
power is set by the amount of additional fuel
your system supplies while the nitrous system is
in operation. If the fuel isn’t there, the power
won’t be either and no amount of nitrous or
anything else can bring it back.

There are two controls typically available to
manipulate the amount of fuel available during
system use; the fuel jet size and the fuel pres-
sure. The correct fuel pressure is read while the
system is flowing fuel. Some fuel pressure regu-
lators give false readings because the pressure
reading will creep up when the system is not
activated. When this happens, the actual flow-
ing fuel pressure will be much lower than
expected and can cause problems.

When problems with misfire or detonation
are encountered, ALWAYS reduce the size of
the nitrous jet first! Remember that the power
comes from the fuel, not the nitrous, so trying to
cool things down by adding fuel simply adds
more power and complicates the problem.
Carburetors jetted over-rich run cooler and
release less power. Nitrous systems jetted over-
rich will possibly just release more power, so if
you run into problems, reduce the size of the
nitrous jet(s) first.

When you check your spark plugs for signs
of how your system is operating, CHECK EVERY
SPARK PLUG, not just the easiest plug to get to.
No two cylinders ever run exactly alike. Nitrous
has the unique characteristic of cleaning the
spark plugs very well and leave them looking
like you just installed them. If there are any signs
of detonation such as tiny silver or black specks
deposited on the porcelain, reduce the nitrous
jet size. If the ground strap of the spark plug
exhibits a bluish-rainbow coloring, reduce the
nitrous jet size. If the ground straps shows signs
of melting, reduce the nitrous jet size and
change to a spark plug with a shorter and thick-
er ground strap.

If your system suddenly begins to experi-
ence problems even though you haven’t
changed anything, the culprit is most often a
clogged nitrous or fuel  filter. The instructions
that come with your system contain information
about where the nitrous and fuel filter screens
are located. Check them periodically.  NOS sys-
tems are calibrated for optimum performance
with a bottle pressure of 900-950 psi. The pres-
sure will change with temperature.  NOS heater
kits are thermostatically controlled to keep the
bottle near 85ºF to provide correct pressure.
Kits available for the most popular-sized bottles,

with both 12-volt and 10-volt heaters offered.
If you experience any problems you don’t

understand or can’t cure, don’t  hesitate to call
our tech line. We’re here to help you get the
most from your NOS System.

Spark Plugs and Nitrous Oxide:
What Works, What Doesn’t, and Why

Over the years there seems to have been a
great amount of technical  material written
about the simple operation of a spark plug and
what they can do in relation to the way an
engine runs. There are a few basic characteris-
tics about spark plugs that you need to know to
make an intelligent choice about the correct
spark plug for your application.

First, and most important; a spark plug
must be of the correct design to operate within
the environment of your engine, not the other
way around. This means that the spark plug
has virtually no influence on how the engine
burns fuel or runs in general. The correct spark
plug will simply survive the conditions present
in your engine. A spark plug must maintain a
certain temperature to keep itself clean. The
wrong heat range can cause an overheated
plug or a fouled plug. The heat range refers to
the  temperature of the ceramic material sur-
rounding the center electrode.

Lean air/fuel ratios are more difficult to
light because there are less fuel molecules in
the area of the plug gap when the plug is
scheduled to fire; thus, projected nose plugs
were designed for late-model lean-burn
engines. Modern high-energy ignition also
allowed larger plug gaps. All the while this
was happening, something else happened.
Something that no one seems to have really
noticed as the real culprit when the issue of fac-
tory type plugs being used with nitrous comes
up. We’d like to clue you in.

Quite often, a factory type, wide-gap pro-
jected plug will produce a misfire condition
after only a few seconds of nitrous use. The
misfire is not due to the heat range. The misfire
occurs because the ground strap of the spark
plug becomes a glowing ember because it is
too long to dissipate the extra heat produced
by a nitrous-accelerated burn condition. The
correct fix for this phenomenon is to replace
the plugs with one that has a shorter ground
strap. By doing this, you will shorten the path
for the heat being absorbed by the ground
strap. You can use the same heat range, you
just have to find a non-projected  nose plus
with a shorter and preferably thicker ground
strap.

If you only change the heat range of the
spark plug to a colder heat range, you may
very well still have the misfire problem. Since
the length of the ground strap is the cause of
the misfire, a colder spark plug may have the
same length of ground strap as the hotter plug
you replaced it with.

Spark plug gaps should generally be .030"
to .035". Never try to gap a plug designed for
an .060" gap down to .035". Find the correct
non-projected nose plug designed for an
.035" gap.

TUNING TECHNICAL INFORMATION



Extra Jetting Ignition Spark Plug
HP N20/Fuel Fuel Octane (R+M/2) Timing Heat Range

Super Powershot
100 HP .047/.053 92+ pump gas Standard to 2° retard Standard
125 HP .055/.061 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .063/.071 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
175 HP .073/.082 105 octane racing gas 6-8° retard 2 to 3 steps colder

Cheater System
100 HP .047/.053 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .055/.061 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .063/.071 100+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
180 HP .073/.082 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
210 HP .082/.091 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250 HP .093/.102 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Dual Shot Cheater System, Stage 1
100 HP .047/.053 92+ pump gas Standard to 2° retard Standard
125 HP .055/.061 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .063/.071 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder

Dual Shot Cheater System, Stage 2
150 HP .063/.071 100+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
180 HP .073/.082 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
210 HP .082/.091 110+ octane,.74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250 HP .093/.102 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Multiple Carburetor Cheater System
100 HP .033/.037 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .038/.043 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .052/.059 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
175 HP .059/.065 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
200 HP .065/.073 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250 HP .073/.078 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Big Shot System
175 HP .073/.082 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
225 HP .082/.091 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 6-8° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
275 HP .093/.102 105 octane racing gas 8-10° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
325 HP .102/.110 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 10-12° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
350+ HP .120/.116 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 12° + retard 3 to 4 steps colder

2-Stage Big Shot System, Stage 1
100 HP .047/.053 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 2-4° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
125 HP .055/.061 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 2-4° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
150 HP .063/.071 100+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
180 HP .073/.082 105+ octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
210+ HP .082/.091 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250+ HP .093/.102 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder

2-Stage Big Shot System, Stage 2
200 HP .073/.082 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
225 HP .082/.091 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 6-8° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
275 HP .093/.102 105 octane racing gas 8-10° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
325 HP .102/.110 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 10-12° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
350+ HP .120/.116 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 12° + retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Multiple Carburetor Big Shot System
200 HP .052/.058 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
225 HP .059/.065 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 6-8° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
275 HP .065/.073 105 octane racing gas 8-10° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
325 HP .073/.078 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 10-12° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
350+ HP .085/.082 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 12°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Note: All carbureted systems require a minimum flowing fuel pressure of 5.5 - 6 PSI; 6-7 PSI for Fogger systems on V-8s.

TUNING TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SUGGESTED BASELINE TUNING COMBINATIONS
FOR SELECTED NOS SYSTEMS



Extra Jetting Ignition Spark Plug
HP N20/Fuel Fuel Octane (R+M/2) Timing Heat Range

2x Double Cross Single Stage Plate
250 HP .044/.045 105 octane racing gas 7-8° retard 2 steps colder
300 HP .052/.053 105 octane racing gas 9° retard 2-3 steps colder
350 HP .060/.060 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 10-11° retard 3-4 steps colder
400 HP .067/.065 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 12° retard 3-4 steps colder
450 HP .073/.073 114+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 14° retard 4 steps colder
500 HP .078/.081 116+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 15° retard 4 steps colder

2x Double Cross Dual Stage Plate (First Stage)
250 HP .044/.045 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 7-8° retard 2 steps colder
300 HP .052/.053 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 9° retard 2-3 steps colder
350 HP .060/.060 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 10-11° retard 3-4 steps colder
400 HP .067/.065 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 12° retard 3-4 steps colder

2x Double Cross Dual Stage Plate (Second Stage)
100 HP .035/.036 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 3° additional retard 4 steps colder
150 HP .042/.041 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 5° additional retard 4+ steps colder
200 HP .048/.049 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 6° additional retard 4+ steps colder
250 HP .053/.053 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity racing gas 8° additional retard 4+ steps colder



Extra Jetting Ignition Spark Plug
HP N20/Fuel Fuel Octane (R+M/2) Timing Heat Range

Pro Racing Plate System, each stage
100 HP .047/.053 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .055/.061 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std. to 1 step colder
150 HP .063/.071 100+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
180 HP .073/.082 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
210 HP .082/.091 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250 HP .093/.102 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity; racing gas 10°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Multiple Carburetor Pro Racing Plate System, each stage
100 HP .033/.037 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .038/.043 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .052/.059 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
175 HP .059/.065 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
200 HP .065/.073 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
250 HP .073/.078 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder

Pro Shot or Pro Race Fogger Systems
100 HP .018/.018 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .020/.020 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .022/.022 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
175 HP .024/.024 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
250 HP .028/.028 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-8° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
300 HP .032/.032 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
350 HP .036/.036 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 10-12° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
400 HP .040/.040 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 12°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder
500 HP .042/.042 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 12°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder

4-cylinder Sportsman Fogger System (Carbureted)
50 HP .018/.018 92+ pump gas 2° retard Std to 1 step colder
75 HP .022/.022 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 2-4° retard 1 step colder
100 HP .024/.024 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
125 HP .026/.026 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 4-8° retard 2 steps colder
150 HP .028/.028 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6-10° retard 2 to 3 steps colder

6-cylinder Sportsman Fogger System (Carbureted)
75 HP .018/.018 92+ pump gas Standard to 2° retard Std to 1 step colder
100 HP .022/.022 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 2° to 4° retard 1 step colder
125 HP .024/.024 105 octane racing gas 4° to 6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
150 HP .026/.026 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 4° to 8° retard 2 steps colder
175 HP .028/.028 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 6° to 10° retard 2 to 3 steps colder

8-cylinder Sportsman Fogger System
100 HP .018/.018 92+ pump gas 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .020/.022 92+ pump gas w/octane booster 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .022/.026 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder
175 HP .024/.024 105 octane racing gas 4-6° retard 2 to 3 steps colder
250 HP .028/.028 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 8-10° retard 3 to 4 steps colder
300 HP .032/.032 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas 10-12°+ retard 3 to 4 steps colder

4 and 6-cylinder Powerfogger™ System
35HP .026/.018 92+ pump gas (43 psi) Standard Standard
50HP .030/.022 92+ pump gas (43 psi) Standard to 2º retard Std. to 1-step colder
75HP .036/.024 92+ pump gas (43 psi) 2-4º retard 1-step colder

8-cylinder Powerfogger™ System
75HP .040/.028 92+ pump gas (43 psi) 2-4º retard Standard
100HP .051/.034 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing Gas (43 psi) 2-4º retard Std. to 1-step colder
125HP .065/.038 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing Gas (43 psi) 4-8º retard 1-step colder

4-cylinder NOSzle™ Systems
75 HP .022/.014 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas (43 psi) 2-4° retard Standard
125 HP .026/.016 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas (43 psi) 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
150 HP .028/.017 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas (43 psi) 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder

6-cylinder NOSzle™ Systems
100 HP .022/.014 92+ pump gas w/octane booster or 100+ racing gas (43 psi) 2-4° retard Standard
150 HP .026/.016 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity,racing gas (43 psi) 2-4° retard Std to 1 step colder
175 HP .028/.017 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity, racing gas (43 psi) 4-6° retard 1 to 2 steps colder

8-cylinder NOSzle™ Systems
100 HP .018/.010 92+ pump gas (43 psi) 2-4° retard Standard
175 HP .024/.016 105 octane racing gas (43 psi) 4-6° retard Std to 1 step colder
300 HP .032/.018 110+ octane, .74 or higher specific gravity,racing gas (43 psi) 10-12° retard 1 to 2 steps colder



N I T R O U S  B A S I C S
T U N I N G  T E C H N I C A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

TUNING TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Extra Jetting N2O/Fuel Fuel Octane Ignition Spark Plug
Horsepower (or Bypass "T") (R+M/2) Timing Heat Range

02115, 16, 17NOS 1986-93 - 5.0L Ford Mustang Big Shot plate
150 HP 0.038/0.024 92+ Octane Pump Gas -2° to -4° Stock
200 HP 0.045/0.030 96 Octane Unleaded -4° to -6° 1-2 steps colder

Racing Gas or 92 w/ booster
250 HP 0.055/0.032 100 Octane Racing Gas -6° to -8° 2-3 steps colder
275+ HP 0.120/0.116 105 Octane Racing Gas -8° to -10° 3-4 steps colder

05115NOS 1986-93 - 5.0L Ford Mustang
80 HP 0.042/0.059T 92+ Octane Pump Gas 8° BTDC Stock

05115-IINOS 1986-93 - 5.0L Ford Mustang
150 HP 0.067/0.042T 92+ Octane Pump Gas 8° BTDC Stock

05116NOS 1999+  - 4.6L Ford Mustang
100 HP (Stock) 0.059 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 1-2 steps colder
125 HP (Stock) 0.061 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 2 steps colder
100 HP (Mod) 0.052 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 1-2 steps colder
125 HP (Mod) 0.055 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 2 steps colder

05120, 22, 23, 24, 75NOS - Small Displacement
50 HP 0.032/0.042T 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
60 HP 0.034/0.042T 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
70 HP 0.036/0.042T 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
85 HP 0.045/0.042T 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock

05151NOS - GM TPI
100 HP 0.055/0.042 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
150 HP 0.070/0.053 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock

05176NOS - GM LT1
150 HP 0.0670.059T 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock to 1-step colder

05177NOS - GM LS1
75 HP 0.028 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
85 HP 0.030 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock
100 HP 0.032 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock

05182NOS 1996-2001 - Dodge Neon
50 HP 0.032 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock

05185NOS - Durango/Dakota
60 HP 0.032 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock Stock

05186NOS - Ford Focus
35 HP 0.028 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 1-2 steps colder
50 HP 0.032 92+ Octane Pump Gas Stock 2 steps colder

SUGGESTED BASELINE TUNING COMBINATIONS
FOR SELECTED NOS SYSTEMS
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TUNING TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SUGGESTED BASELINE TUNING COMBINATIONS
FOR SELECTED NOS SYSTEMS

Part Number Extra Jetting Jetting 
Hp N2O/Fuel Supplied

V-Twin Motorcycle
03011NOS 18 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22,24,26
03011NOS 24 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24,26
03011NOS 30 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24,26
03011NOS 34 HP .022/.026 16,18,20,22,24,26

Motorcycle Race
03008-RNOS 100 HP .028/.028 28,32,36,40
03008-RNOS 130 HP .032/.032 28,32,36,40
03008-RNOS 160 HP .036/.036 28,32,36,40
03008-RNOS 190 HP .040/.040 28,32,36,40

Motorcycle/ATV

03000, 03001NOS 4 HP .012/.014 12,14,16,18
03000, 03001NOS 6 HP .014/.016 12,14,16,18
03000, 03001NOS 9 HP .016/.018 12,14,16,18

03002, 03003NOS 8 HP .012/.014 12,14,16,18,20,22,24
03002, 03003NOS 12 HP .014/.016 12,14,16,18,20,22,24
03002, 03003NOS 18 HP .016/.018 12,14,16,18,20,22,24
03002, 03003NOS 24 HP .018/.022 12,14,16,18,20,22,24
03002, 03003NOS 30 HP .020/.024 12,14,16,18,20,22,24

03004, 03005NOS 27 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22,24
03004, 03005NOS 36 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24
03004, 03005NOS 45 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24

03007, 03008NOS 36 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22,24
03007, 03008NOS 48 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24
03007, 03008NOS 60 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24

03009NOS 54 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22
03009NOS 72 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22

03021NOS 20 HP .024/.028 24,28

03100, 03101NOS 9 HP .016/.020 16,20
03100, 03101NOS 12 HP .016/.020 16,20

03102, 03103NOS 18 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22,24
03102, 03103NOS 24 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24
03102, 03103NOS 30 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24

Part Number Extra Jetting Jetting 
Hp N2O/Fuel Supplied

Motorcycle/ATV
03104, 03105NOS 27 HP .016/.018 16,18,20,22,24
03104, 03105NOS 36 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24
03104, 03105NOS 45 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24

03200-OZNOS 2 HP .014/.015 14,15
03200-OZNOS 3 HP .014/.014 14,15
03200-OZNOS 4 HP .015/.014 14,15
Bottle orientation is critical!  Never mount bottle 
inverted with this kit!

Universal Watercraft
03302, 03303NOS 18 HP .016/.020 16,18,20,22,24
03302, 03303NOS 24 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22,24
03302, 03303NOS 30 HP .020/.024 16,18,20,22,24

03304NOS 24 HP .018/.022 18,20,22,24
03304NOS 30 HP .020/.024 18,20,22,24

03305NOS 27 HP .016/.020 16,18,20,22
03305NOS 36 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22

Application Specific Watercraft
03310NOS 30 HP .020/.020 20,24,26
03310NOS 45 HP .024/.024 20,24,26
03310NOS 60 HP .028/.028 20,24,26

03320NOS 36 HP .018/.018 18,20,22
03320NOS 45 HP .020/.020 18,20,22
03320NOS 51 HP .022/.022 18,20,22
Not Recommended for 720 Series Rotax Engines

Snowmobile
03402, 03403NOS 24 HP .018/.022 18,20,22,24,26
03402, 03403NOS 30 HP .020/.024 18,20,22,24,26
03402, 03403NOS 34 HP .022/.026 18,20,22,24,26

03405NOS 27 HP .016/.020 16,18,20,22
03405NOS 36 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22

03407NOS 36 HP .016/.020 16,18,20,22
03407NOS 48 HP .018/.022 16,18,20,22


